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Abstract 
 
 My first experiences with decimal computer 
arithmetic in college (1963) influenced my 
subsequent career decisions and projects as 
described herein. Many popular early computers 
focused on commercial applications for which 
decimal arithmetic was appropriate. These digit-
serial implementations did not minimize 
hardware cost, and provided the precision needed 
by the application. Decimal arithmetic as taught 
in elementary school is a fine starting point for 
describing computer operation, but for non-
engineers the hardware realization of an adder is 
mysterious. Routing circuits, while not always 
practical, illustrate how two-bits can be added by 
using switches, relays, or MOSFET's. 
 
In 1965 Dr. Gordon Moore suggested that 
hardware costs could diminish and proposed a 
hardware-intensive CPU development at 
Fairchild. This Symbol computer had most 
software functions done in hardware. It also 
featured an unusual serial-decimal floating-point 
that provided both variable precision and explicit 
precision indication. Moreover the method I 
chose was left to right, i.e. most-significant digit 
first; this novel technique used a nine's counter 
for a postponed "tie-breaker". 
 
Intel's first microcomputer (1970) was designed 
for a desk-top calculator application featuring 
decimal floating point arithmetic. Both the ALU 
and RAM organization were designed for this 
particular application. While working at Intel, I 
was a constant user of our large scale DEC PDP-
10 running my circuit simulation program (1972) 
to assist engineers in their circuit design. Written 
in Fortran, this program uncovered a "bug" in the 
format "float" operation in which the sign of a 
number was sometimes lost. 
 
As part of the team specifying the Intel 8080 
CPU chip (1972), I included support for decimal, 
as well as 16-bit binary operations, at the 
expense of not providing index addressing; my 
decision is often maligned. 
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